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'HEAVY WINDS, RAIN STRIKE COO
"River Pirates" Loot Bank,
Caught In Water, Land Chase
MURPHYSBORO, Ill. III —
Two "river pirates" who robbed
a small town bank of $40,000
eluded the president of another
bank in a waterborne chase
Tuesday only to be captured by
II riverbank posse.
They were jailed for questioning today about other plunder along the Mississippi and Ohio
rivers.
The freebooters, Arthur Kerner, 30, and Robert Ferrise. 35,
both of St. Paul; Minn., pillaged
the First State Bank of Mounds,
Ill., and were headed by boat
toward New Orleans when they
were forced to land in Kentucky,
'here a riverside posse of state
police awaited them.
'FBI gent Fred- Graper said the
two admitted a $1,500 tavern
robbery in St. Paul, Minn., and
from the booty purchased a 19foot cabin cruiser last month.
Casting off from St. Paiul, Graper said, they headed for New
Orleans, replenishing their coffers in a series of river robberies.
h, The pirates were down to their
liist $100 when they dropped anchor at Cairo, Ill., where the
Ohio joins the Mississippi. Sighting Mounds, six miles up the
Ohio. they docked their cruiser
at nearby Mound City, bought a
used car and sacked the bank
iit Mounds, leaving emoloyes and
customers in the bank vault.
They abandoned their car and
took to the water again. Six
-`ipiles downstream, Barney Fish4r, president of the Security National Bank of Cairo, picked up
a police report and pursued the
fleeing pair in his own boat.
Hugging the Kentucky shore,

Gangster
Listens To
Billy Graham
i

NEW YORK (lit —Billy Graham Tuesday night preached a
fiery sermon on the Ten Commandments — with emphasis on
adultery and murder—before an
gudience of 17.500 that included
former racketeer Mickey Cohen
and two bodyguards.
Graham said before his sermon that although he knew Cohen was in the audience his words
would not be directed specifically at the one-time czar of the
West Coast underworld.
After the sermon, Cohen and
Graham had a brief private
reeling in Billy's office a n d
Then Cohen and his two bodyguards dashed off to catch a
plane for Chicago.
,
An estimated 600 persons came
forward to make "decisions for
',. Christ" following what may have
. been the 38-year-old revivalist's
most effective of seven Madison
Square Garden sermons to date.
• A crusade official said
Graham's
exhortations on the Ten CornTandments invariably "get a
Tremendous response."
In the first week of
Graham's
New York Crusade, 4,545
have come forward to persons
"accept
Jesus Christ." More than
117,500
have heard Graham in
the first
seven nights of his
crusade.

I
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Weather
Report
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy and warm with scattered
thundershowers today, tonight
and Thursday. High today in
80s, low, tonight in the 60s.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
'
06ovington 63, Louisville 64, Paducah 66, Bowling Green 63,
Lexington 61, London 60 and
Hopkin.sville 65.
Rainfall from yesterday until
noon today amounted to 1.19
Inches in Murray.

Perry County Sheriff' Yanks Beat The
s. MSC Players Pull
May Be Removed By Cards Last Night
Surprise And End
Governor Chandler
As Season Champs
The Yanks beat the Cards 7-3

FRANKFORT IT — Gov. A.
:Cluandtet initiated formal acthe pirates maneuvered their tion Tuesday that could lead
boat toward the broad expanse to the removal from office of
of the Mississippi below Cairo.
Perry County Sheriff William
The nautical bank president M. (Bill) Cornett.
tracked them downstream until
The governor issued an executhey finally sought to evade
their pursuer by slipping into tive order calling for a hearing
on charges Cornett knocked Lexa secluded coves
ington attorney John Y. Brown
Kentucky authorities following unconscious at a Feb. 25 hearing
the chase along the shore were in the chamber of Perry Circuit
waiting for them as they pulled Judge Courtney C. Wells.
ashore. The encircled bandits
The hearing at Hazard was
made a vain attempt to bolt for held as Brown, accompanied by
safety with their paper sacks state police" troopers, requested
filled with money. A blast of a change .of venue for
the trial
gunfire over their heads brought of Ed
and -Melvin' Day, of Leslie
the corsairs to a halt.
County, charged with the murder
Authorities said the bandits
of Perry County Deputy Jack
waived extradition to Illinois Lnd
Fields.
were "brigged" at the Jackson
County Jail here.
The change of venue was
Graper said the two would be granted and the Days were acquestioned today about other al- 'quitted by a Clark Circuit Court
leged forays along the Missis- jury at Winchester.
sippi. He said they had been inThree weeks later. Ed Day
volved in "various operations!: was fatally shot on the streets
In St. Paul and that both had of Hyden by Leslie County Depserved two terms at the State uty Sheriff Willie Lewis.
Penitentiary at Stillwater, Minn.,
Cornett informed of the ouster
on burglary charges.
proceedings, said he believed he
was justified in striking Brown.
He did not deny hitting the
Day's attorney and added, "Under
the circumstances in the case.
I was justified in doing so."
Cornett charged that Brown
COCOA BEACH, Fla. (12" — "abused Judge Wells and myself
A guided missile exploded and to Ow extent that I deemed
burned early today as it was it necessary to take the action
being readied for a test firing I did. He (Brown) accused both
at the missile test center at the judge and me of lying
Patrick Air Force Base near and abused the court unnecessarily If they remove me from
here.
A spectacular explosion follow- office, they will have removed.
ed by a huge ball of fire that a sheriff ho has tried to enforce
lighted up the sky, shook resi- the law and do his duty."
The levernor is empowered
dents from their sleep. The cause
of the blast remained a mystery by Kentucky Statutes to remove
for hours but the Air Force a sheriff whom he considers
later confirmed that it was caus- guilty of neglect of duty.
ed by a guided missile.
Chandler named attorneys
Gen. D. N. Yates, commander
Wilson. Owensboro:
of the test center, issued this George S
Thomas S. Dawson, Louisville:
terse statement:
Ernest Fulton, Bardstown.
"A missile being prepared for and
the charges and make
hear
to
test launching early today was
recommendations to him.
accidentally destroyed by fire.
The governor's order stated
There were no injuries to perthe special commissioners
sonnel and damage to the test that
will begin the hearing after
stands was superficial."
sheriff has been given 20
A spokesman at the base re- the
notice of the time and
fused to disclose the type of days
place it is to be held.
missile involved or details leadCornett's term as sheriff will
ing to the fire,
expire shortly after the first
Pentagon sources in Washnext year. The Constitution
ington said the missile, a big of
him from succeeding
one, was not armed. They said prohibits
and he is not a candidate
the misile was on a test stand himself
arty other office in this year's
!being prepared for launching for
when some fuel spilled and the election.
Wells is a candidate for refire started.
election.

Guided Missile
Explodes Today

Search On For
Dangerous Flares
JACKSONVILLE. Fla. RP
The Navy mustered ground parties today to search for a pod
of 52 "extremely dangerous"
magnesium flares which ripped
from the wing of a jet photo
plane over central Florida.
"One of these flares would
light up Times Square so bright
you couldn't even see the lights
of Broadway," chief journalist
Bob Ohl said at the Jacksonville
Naval Air Station.
The pod, wherever It lieu
may be triggered by the slightest
impact or even by a hot sun,
Ohl said. He said the 52 flares
would have a total brilliance
of more than 2.500,000,000 candle
power.
The four-foot, streamlined pod
dropped from the wing of an
F9F-8P Cougar Jet piloted by
Lt (JG) Edward Chorlton Tuesday night about seven miles
southwest of Lake George, the
Navy said.
Ohl said it was believed unlikely the pod fell near arty
developed property but said it
was feared likely to touch off
a fire in the Ocala National
Forest if triggered by an animal
or by the sun.
The pilot intended to release
the flare one at a time while
photographing the impact zone
of a target area at Pinecastle
Air Force Base, Ohl said. Each
flare would light up a five-mile
Area, he said.

Lambs In Cornfield
Bring In Money
— A
CHMPAIGN. Ill. —
university scientist says corn14eId. income can be increasedby
field income can be increased by
used to clean the fields.
E. E. Hatfield, ani6110 scientist
at the University of IllInois, conducted an experiment in which
he placed vaccinated'. western
lambs in a cornfield in August.
In four weeks each lamb had
gained approximately six pounds
Harvesting was easier because
the lambs ate most of the foliage
within reach and the field was
nearly free of weeds and and
lower corn leaves, Hatfield said.
The lambs stayed three more
weeks in the field after picking,
and gained an additional eight
or nine pounds each.
Hatfield estimated the total
weight gained by the lambs was
worth an average of $31.80 an
acre.
A FIRM WILL
NEW YORK RR —The Mutual
Life Insurance Co. of New York
today reported a policyholder
had narned what the company
considered a unique beneficiary
in his will. The policyholder
wrote that he was so pleased
with the company's service that
his beneficiary would be the
Mutual Life Insurance Co. of
New York.

iasr night in

the first game of
Little League play this season.
Two baseball players who dtd
The Yanks had six hits and the not figure to contribute much
Cards got four. Winning pitcher 'to Murray State's cause
this
was Don Faughn who slapped year finished as team
batting
a home run to aid his cause. and, pitching champions.
Gibbs was the losing hurler. .
In the second game the Reds
Wayne Browning who started
defeated the Cubs 3-1 in a pitch- the season on the bench and
ing duel_ The Reds rapped out broke into the regular lineup
six hits as the Cubs conected for with a rash of base hits ,ate
four. John Hutson was the win- in the season, is the bat,ting
ning pitcher and Red Howe the king with an average of .333
loser.
The Earlington out fielder tied
Don Dingwerth and Cy Bradley
in home runs with two.
Pitcher Randall Miles has a
perfect won and lost percentage
with 3-0. He also led the Breds
in ebroed runs with 2.19, apSouth Pleasant Grove Methopearing in 24 innings. Tommy
dist Church will have their vacaWells was far ahead of his
Bible School, beginning
tion
teammates in strike outs with
Monday. May 27, throughout the
a total of 58. The formerMurweek, closing Friday, May 31.
ray High ace also issued the
Classes will be held each day
most bases on balls at 33.
8:30 to 1130 a.m. All children

Church Plans
Bible School

ages 4 to 15 are invited and
urged to enroll. Enrollment will
begin Sunday morning at the
church during Sunday School
hour.

FIVE DAY FORECAST

11

By WINN Press
Kentucky -- Temperatures for
the five - day period, Thursday
through Monday, will average
near to three degrees below the
Mt* normal fif 68 degrees Warm
Thursday, turning cooler Friday
and Saturday. Little temperature
change Sunday and
Monday.
Precipitation will average o n e
half to one inch in scattered
showers Thursday and Friday
and in east portion Sunday.

Lou Snips) who hit like wildfire until an injury side lined
him for three weeks could. never
regain his early season form;
nevertheless he was the only
other Racer to finish in the
.300 class, ending up at .306.
Dingwerth and Jim Railey, last
years big guns, dropped to .299
and .219 respectively.
Railey was the runs batted
in leader with 14 and Dingwerth led in hits'with 20 Burley
Mathis crossed the plate 13 times
to lee in runs and shared the
triple? deuartment with Halley
Snipp had the most doubles
with 3 Dingwerth and Vernon
Rehm appeared in all 19 of
Murray's games in which the
Racers won seven.

No Tax Cut Now
Says Eisenhower
WASHINGTON i —President
Eisenhower said today he will
never agree to a tax cut until the
government has a much bigger
budget surplus in sight than it
has now.

thing to do with this shift in
public sentiment.
—He said he will continue
taking his budget case to the nation. As long as he is in a fight,
he pommented grimly he will
never rest until the United States
gets what he thinks is necessary
for waging peace, protecting the
nation and operating the government.

Eisenhower' told his news conference that the federal budget is
now in what he called a precarious state of balance He said vehemently that we are not yet at
—The President was asked
the point where we can even talk
whether he might show — more
about tax reduction.
enthusiasm" in the 1958 conHe said spending in some gov- gressional campaigns in backing
ernment departments is running GOP senators and congressman
seriously over budget estimates who have supported his program
in spite of all the administration than those who have fought him.
can do to hold down expendi- He said he hopei he is never
accused of being so namby tures.
He said he will do his best to pamby that he does not have
keep the current fiscal 1997 degrees of enthusiasm between
budget and the budget for fiscal those who stand with him and
against him. He said he wants
1958, which ends July 1, in
black. But he • said he would a Republican in Congress because
reduction
he believes in party responsibinever agree to tax
when the budget is--in such a lity. To that extent, he said, he
is for whatever candidate Restate.
publicans of any district nomiOther conference highlights:
nate. But he said he naturally is
more enthusiastic about some
—He sharply criticized the $2,506,775,000 cut in defense appro- than others.
—He said the United States is
priations voted by the House Aptrying to keep an open mind in
propriations Committee Tuesday.
the current big power disarmaThe President said about half of
ment talks in London and will
the reduction was nothing but a
try to meet any sincere Russian
bookkeeping operation that will
proposal half way. But he said
not reduce fiscal 1958 spending
we have to be especially careful
by one cent. But he warned the
of insuring an adequate inspecother half of the cut will directly
tion system when we are dealing
affect key defense programs, inwith a country which has a long
cluding aircraft procurement and
guided missile development. He record of broken agreements.
—In response to a question, he
said he is very hopeful Congress
will restore this part of the cut said there is no doubt that some
because national security will rich men have taken unfair advantage of the 27k4 per cent
suffer if it stands.
depletion allowance granted to
—He
reported
that
White oil well owners in their federal
House mail, which "ddas running income tax returns But he said
heavily against his budget pro- he is not prepared to say the
posals early this year, has grad- allowance is evil because it tics
ually swung around in sentiment served as an incentive for necesand today is very much in favor sary oil explo.ation.
—He'said he does not know of
of his stand against crippling
economy cuts. He said he as- any U.S. atomic tests that are
sumes his speeches to the nation being planned for the Pacific
such as Tuesday night's broad- Ocean area The only tests he
cast defending hi foreign aid knows about are theiforthcoming
Proposals may have had some- series in Nevada.

Informal Tea 50 mph Wind, Accompanied By
Downpour Does Some Damage
Is Held For
MHS Seniors
A windstorin struck Callowa"y
County last night -but damage
apparently is spotted over the
city and 'county. The wind began
to rise last night about 12:30
and continued An severe gusts
for some time. A heavy
and lightning accompanied- the
windstorm.
One local insurance agency
reported numerous claims mostly
on doors. awnings, TV aerials,
etc. Others reported little damage
or reports for claims.
The windstorm last night is
the second to hit the county
in four days, with the county
apparently on the edge of tornado
winds which struck otherareas.
Professor B. J. Tillman of the
college said that the winds here
reached a velocity of about 50
miles per hour, which is a strong
wind, he said.
The strongest winds apparently struck the southeastern part
of the county. The garage of
David Harmon of the New Providence community, was completely
leveled by the high wind, crashing it down on two automobiles.
The TV aerial on the home
was blown over and a small
tree was split in half and blown
over.
In the same area at the Ivan
Johnson home, a power line
was broken off and numerous
limbs were broken from trees.
w Ms at times were teriifying with a low rumble accocnpanying them, and the rain
being driven almost parallel with
the ground.

An informal tea was held for
the seniors of Murray High
School on Monday night at 8:00
o'clock in the high school auditorium. The tea was given by
the high school Parent Teacher
Association after the class day
rehearsal.
The affair was a social" getto-gether for the seniors, their
parents, faculty, Board of Education, and the newly, elected
PTA officers.
Bill Davis and Mts. George
Hart, the senior advisors were
also invited to attend the function. Mr. Davis was present,
however Mrs. Hart was away
attending the National High
School PTA convention in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Serving on
the
invitations
committee were Mrs. Orval Austin and Mrs. Ted Clack.
The reception committee was
composed of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. WayIon Rayburn, and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert 0. Miller, Mr. Johnson
is the newly elected high school
PTA president.
The
refreshment
committee
Was composed of Mrs. Stark Erwin. Mrs. S V. Foy. Mrs. Harold
Douglass, Mrs. Owen Billington.
Decorations were in charge of
Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr. Publicity
Wit Bit eitarge of Mrs. Dick Sykes
an Mrs George Hallonan.
In the receiving line were
Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter,
members of the Board of Education, and the outgoing officers
FREMONT. Mo. IP — The
of the PTA.
death toll rose to at least 18
today in a swarm of tornadoes
that swept through eastern Missouri and virtually destroyed the
little town of Fremont Tuesday
night.
Latest count showed nine dead
Twenty-four Scouters attended at Desloge. eight at Fremont
and one at Van Buren.
Scouters
the
Training
Basic
The death-dealing weather conCourse which was held in the
Administration Building of Mur- tinued to threaten the area,
ray State College. In the Train- with high winds reported at
ing Course the Scouters studied Dexter in southeast Missouri
the following: "What Boy Scout- where trees were uprooted and
ing Is", "Troop Operation" and cars demolished early today.
The Fremont tornado raced
"Troop Meeting and Activities."
Major William Wallace, course down a hollow along U. S. 60.
leader, announced the following tearing apart the community built
Scouters who received certifi- along both sides of the highway.
cates for completing all three Onlythree buildings were left
standing, a church building, the
sessions:
Bill Fair, Duane Buxton, Lar- Post office and one store.
Every home in the town of
ry Buxton, Truman Smith, from
Troop 45; Don Hall, Troop 77; 270 population was levelled to
Otto Chester. Troop 86. and D. L. the foundation One witness said
Divelbiss, Chairman of Advance- that outside of the three buildings spared -by the twister. "noment Committee.
Cleo Sykes, Troop 45 a n d thing over three feet high was
James Miller, Troop 86, were left standing.
The funnel roared eastward.
presented their commission as
Scoutmaster by Major Wallace. dipping to a cluster of five
Participating as course instruc- homes and a motel. Witnesses
tors were: John Pasco, District said ,the motel collapsed into
Chairman; Major Wallace, Lead- rubble, leaving nothing but the
ership Training Committee; D. L. concrete block foundation.
Divelbiss. Advancement CommitBy UNITED PRESS
tee; Cleo Sykes, Scoutmaster
A storm with winds approachTroop 45 and Hugh Miller, Dising 75 miles per hour swept
trict Scout Executive. —

Twenty-Four Attend
Scouter Training
Course Here

through Louisville and suburban
areas Tuesday night, toppling
dozens of trees and tangling
power and telephone lines:
thunderstorms
struck
Other
widely separated parts of the
state, the weitber- bureau reported, causing minor damage.

At Pleasure Ridge Park, Jefferson Ciunty, a tree smashed the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Basilhof. Sylvania Road, causing
an estimated $5,000 damage. The
Basils and their eight-year-old
son, Jackson, were in the house
at the time but were uninjured.
Lightning struck the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Leason
Jr., Louisville's west end, burning a small hole inches from the
headboard of Mrs. Leason's bed.
Several automobiles were damaged when trees and heavy limbs
fell on them.
The .pubco switchboard operator said the depsrrtment w a s
"swamped" with reports of fallen
trees. overflowing sewers, a n d
downed wires.
The Southern Bell Telephone
& Telegraph Co. reported service
to 500 subscribers was halted
temporarily by the _storm. and
the Louisville Gas & Electric
Co,_had 20 men working through
the, night to repair- fallen wires.
The U.S Weather Bureau at
Standiferd Yield. Louisville. said
"'fiber seefi,ns of .Kentuelty also
had heavy rainfall- for the 24hour period ending at 6:30 a m.,
c.d.t. today.
Covington was awash with 2.08
inches for the period ,while
Louisville had 1 69 inches, Lexington 1.70 inches. Danville 1 64
inches and Liberty 1 56 inch,,,

Julie Hawkins Is
Winner Of Coveted
Breckinridge Award
The Breckinridge Chapter Award for the outstanding graduating senior in Social Work was
awarded this year to Miss Julie
Hawkins at the University of •
Kentucky, according to information received today.
Miss Hawkins received a check
for $25.00.
The Breckinridge Chapter
Award was established in 1950.
The criteria for this award includes not only graduate work,
but calls for personality characteristics.
In giving tnis award, t h e
Breckinridge Chapter not only
recognizes past achievements, but
also expresses its confidence in
the recipient's future prospectsas a professional in the field of
Social Work.
.
Miss Hawkins. a graduate of
the Murray Training School, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H. R. Hawkins, South 16th Street
extended.

Dig For Tornado Victims In Kansas

City

VOLUNTEER RESCUE workers tug ap art the ruins in Ruskin Heights, iii,nsas
City, Mo., suburban shopping center, in search of eornado victims.
(International Soundphoto)
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FISHING REPORT White Sox Down Yankees For
The First Time This Season

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHXD BY LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lat..,
onsolidauon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and The
..unss-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian. January
ti, 1942.
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intestinal tract." When that ocscaled down to individual percurs repeatedly, the deplorable
sons, the result becomes much
situation must be examined
less meaningful," he added.
Thoroughly by., the doctor to
Page objected to mass surveys
find out the precise cause or
of what people eat on the
causes.
grounds that they're not acDAVIS, Calif. — fff. -1.- CutThat is very necessary, to rule
curate. -The amount (of fat)
flower growers in California are
out
the
possibility
of
cancer.
unknown,"
is
cooking
in
lost
of course., but also to provide fooling the plants with artificial
he said. "One person eats his
sound basis for treatmept. In light.
a
next
The
all.
and
meat, fat
Because of University of Caliindigestion- this. 'study is likely
trims it all off carefully. The
By DELOS SMITH
fornia research, the growers are
to demonstrate' "chronic anxi
By DELOS SMITH
one may be on a very high
'United Press Science Editor
state" and "aero phagia." Aero manipulating the day's length
United Press Science Editor
fat diet, while another right
N:FM YORK fir — Since people
phagia is the swilluiving of air ither to hasten or delay flowerNEW YORK RR — A scientific in the same family has a low
today are "tense frdrn hurry, while eating.
big.
disagreement over whether high intake."
Specific flowers being hoodtraffic and competition" it is
In a case of duodenal ulcer,
fat diets (which most Americans
Figure On Large Differences
wonder there is so much the study may well show: "Emo- winked include chrysanthemums.
eat) speed hardening of arteries
Keys granted that precise diet no
and lead to heart attacks has information for large numbers indigestion and so many ulcers, tional tension and dietary in- poinsettias. China asters and
Shasta daisies.
bee. higlf-lighted by Dr. Ancel of people was exceedingly hard said the professor of medicine discretions."
Anton M. Kofranek, UCLA
B. "'keys of the University of to come by, but science wasn't and his assistants.
Needs Understanding
r\ such flow. t said
plant physiolo'g\
The important way to help
Minnesota, an outstanding "pro" concerned, with "small differences
"In most cases," said the sci- e
ers as the chry nthemums, and
man, and Dr. Irvine H. Page of one-two per cent in fat all these p.•ople is to teach them
"if the patient under- poinsettias are -sh t-day" plants,
of the Cleveland Clinic Founda- intake; we are comparing an what these ailments are all entists,
the cause of his symptoms .normally flowering ',„in' the fall
tion, who is on the "con" side. average of over 40 per cent about, so tnat they can "run" stands
and their relation to emotional ,when daylight hours "re short.
"The most important factor of calories as fat in the United their ulcers i-ather than letting
they are -easier for him
"If a grower wants to flower
so far identified" whieh "in- States with less than 10 per the ulcers "rtri.i" them.sontinued upsets,
to control. A sympathetic ex- 41 few acres of mums for Christfluences" arteries - hardening is cent in Japan -or about 20 per the eminent authorities.
It's simple to see how our planation and an understanding mas," said Kofranek, "he Wants
high fat eating, said Keys. This, cent in Italy."
generate indigestion and attitude on the part of the his crop later in summer and
times
he said, had been pretty clearly
American
the
that
felt
Keys
physician are important for long theta artificially lights his fi
shown in population studies and diet should have no more than ulcers; just loot-. around. These
term results in the treatment dtOat night from about August. unti
in,oxperiments with • laboratory 20 to 25 per cent of its calories days a man "lr.as a feeling of
dyspepsia.
September or October. Some
animals. High fat diets keep in fat. "This would keep the Insecurity as he depends more
"This is perhaps ---the----most growers--flow.., their intinis ahead
the --WoLesterol content dr the cholesterol at a safe levet in on others, and be has a sense
important factor in management, of the regular sason. They do this
blood high and that hardens most peoPle if animal fats con- of frustration frc m not seeing
own but unfortunately it often is by covering the mums with black
his
with
completed
job
a
arteries.
fats."
stitutes less than half the
the least stressed. The physician -cloth from 5 p.m. to 8 am. in the
But Page took the position that Page said that people whose hands.
should explain to the patient summer months."
none of this had been satis- calories now are 45 to 50 per
Has I nnnter Conflict
how therapy will help him heal
factorily demonstrated. Arteries- cent from fats, can reduce those
"The individual with dyspepsia his ulcer. The patient should
di"a
is
multi-faceted
hardening
calories to 25 to 30 per cent or ulcer often has, in addition be taught to avoid stress, overThe chemical industry in 1956
sease," he said, ,"and to identify "comfortably." fillt.___"Why?" he
to outside pressures, an inner fatigue, alcohol, coffee, etc., and celebrated, the 100th anniversary
dietary fat as the only im- asked. It has not been shown
or
ambition
of
conflict because
to increase his dose of medicines of the discovery of _mauve, the
poZant influence is to over 'ctonvinciny that that would
goals which are set too high in advance when an unavoidable the first synthetic dye, by a
siinlify the problem which is actually reduce the blood cholesa
has
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and
young British chemist,
for attainment,
stressful event occurs."
extremely complicated." For in- terol level, he said.
sense of frustration and failure
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The whole question currently when the perfectionistic standards
blood cholesteral than shor t, is one of the most discussed
cannot be met."
thick-set pigs when both kinds among doctors. The Keys-Page
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eat the same diet.
pro-and -con discussion took place people, when "the individual had
From Population Research
in the technical publication Spec- a job requiring individual skill.
Key leaned heavily on popula- trum.
He had some security of se.ftion studies which have shown
owned or small industry, and a
that peoples (such as Japanese
sense of being useful and needed
SEN. LANGER HOME
and ‘Neopolitan Italians) who
life.", In those
WASHINGTON arl — Sen. Wil- in community
hme low fat diets shown lower
days there was less indigestion
chresterol blood levels and suf- liam Langer (R-N.D.), hospitalfewer ulcers.
fer fewer heart attacks than ized for four months, was dis- and
Dr. George E. Wharton, clinical
peoples (such as Americanf and charged 'from the naval medical
medicine, University
center at Bethesda, Md., Monday professor of
Finns) have fat diets.
Southern California, and his
- Page granted this "general ita- for further recuperation at home. of
Donald C. BalA hospital spokesman said Lan- assistants, Drs.
tistical relation" in populations,
and Kent L. Osmon
but aid "the relation for an ger, who had been ill since four Jr.
filling in medical men
individual is very poor. A man mid -February with -pneumonia were
latest in the technical
the
with
weekend
the
spent
pleurisy,
and
cholesterol
with a high blood
"Post - graduate Medijournal,
he
when
and
here
home
his
at
level cannot be said .to be more
subject to arteries-hardening than checked in at the hoSpital doctors cine."
Means Many Things
an with a much lower level. decided he would not. have to
a
means many things
Indigestion
"Ks soon as the question is remain.
fp people who have it but
actually it is one thing — "disturbed physiology of the gastro-
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Remember The Day
Of Firehorses

' ted Wilkes-Barre to shake the would be guided over to a spot
hands of Capt. Michael Umbewust under the harness. This process
and Chemical Engineer Phillip was repeated time and again
Malloy who hitched the horses of until teh horse knew at the sound
of the bell he should go at a
WILKES-BARRE, Pa. — (IR — Hose 8.
Not just any horse could be gallop to the spot under the
Were fire horses really fast, or
a
fire
horse.
There was an art harness.
did their thundering gallop just
to training fire horses. It took
After many tries at all hours
cause a lot of excitement?
If you drop by Wilkes-Barre a keen eye to select just the right of the day and night the horse
sometime you're liable to get a type; then weeks of practice be- would be tested on his own.
If he balked a little, there uspretty good, argument in behalf fore the horse learned his duties.
The horse was placed in a stall. ually was a man at the rear of
of the horses, especially if you
talk to Chief Ambrote Saricks. bell would be sounded and-then the stable to give the horse a tap
He has been fire chief longer the door in front of the stall on the rump until the animal
than any other man in Wilkes- would be opened aridiehe animal reached perfection.
Barre, and in years of service he
is the oldest paid department
chief in Pennsylvania.
In answer to your question. he
Ledger & Times File
probably will tell you §oniething
like this!
Charles B. Stark of Route 4, Murray, purchased a
It was on May 16, 1904, when
two big, high-spirited, cream- jeep at the latest war assets administration sale to vetecolored buckskins set a world's rans of 100 surpluN motor vehicles at Jeffersonville, Ind.
record never to be tied or broken.
Sergeant Thomas R. Cable, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
When the bell alarm sounded the Cable of Vine Street, flew as a right
gunner altoard one
two horses dashed from their sta- of
the B-29 Superfortresses Of the Army Air Forces
bles ,and raced 25 feet to an
which made national news this week with a simulated
overhead harness where they
were hitched to a combination• bombing run over New York and other cities of the East
ose-chemical wagon. All this in Coast.
-Charles Stampaoson--of -M-r&---John M. Stamps of-Mur-and- one-tenth seconds,
lest time than it takes to man a ray, will assist Barbara Scheer, Evansville, Ind., in the
day
modern
hook-and-la,c•Wor Northwestern University Radio Playshop production 'of
The vent knocked seconds off "Bring Me Your Troubles" to be heard at 8:30 p.m.
a recorOeld by a pair of horses Sundaly, May 25, over
station WIND in Chicago, Ill.
of a Parts. trance, fire company,
Mrs.
Gingles
and
daughter, Diana left yesterday
and to this cIy it has never been
for their home in Marietta, Ga., after a brief visit with
equalled.
It was heraldW.,the World over Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gingles, Farmer Ave.
Mrs. R. M. Lamb and son, Tom Lamb, left Monday
in newspapers
d firemen's
journals and for yea
after fire- morning for Mansfield, Ohio, for a two weeks visit with
men throtighbut the n\slion visi- relatives. Mr. Lamb will join them at a later date.
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The Lynn - trove F.H.A met
13. 1957 for their last meeting of th•S year.
The meeting was called to
order by the president. After
the opening ritual Sonya Miller
called the roll and read the
minutes of the last meeting. The
devotional was read by Ann
Bennett and the trio sang "Beautiful Dreamer."
, The officers for the following
year were elected. They are as
follows: president, Martha Story;
1st vice president, Glinda Cooper: 2nd vice president, Shirley
Hill; secretary, Soyna Miller;
treasurer, Dian Taylor; parliamentarian. Betty Rogers; reporter,
*Reda Brandon; song leader. Judy
McNeely; recreation leader, Janice
Cook; historian. Shirley Stone;
assistant historian, Shirlie Las-

May

IN PERSON
WEDNESDAY - MAY 22nd, 9:15 p.m.
CAPT. F. F. FRAKES

•

CIC
PIand

and his DEATH-DEFYING

HOLLYWOOD
THRILL SHOW
•

today

siter.
Martha Story was selected as
delegate to the state meeting in
June.
The recreation leader led in
relaxers. Refreshments were servadjourned and the meeting was
ed

lceleas Shipping
Box Developed

•

CHICAGO _ITT— A Chicago
out
box manufactures has come
-lamwith a new aluminum foil
container
corrugated
inated
which, the maker claims, ofers
-"effective, no-ice temperature
control and slashes costs for refrigerated shipment of cut-up,
fresh tray-pack chickens."
The new dry-pack corrugated
box ,is designed to replace- iCepacked, wire-bound wood crates.
"Our new containers give more
uniform protection than the old
type of box," said an officer of
the Stone Container Corp. of
Chicago.
"They also eliminate the extra
expense of the wire-bound crates,
as well as cut down on the
weight and volume of ice, which
typically amounted to 25 pounds
per 4 to 50 pounds of poultry."
Besides its insulation value, the
new container has the advantage
of chilling contents more rapidly
than other boxes, permitting
economies in refrigeration, the
company claimed. The new box
Is of one-piece construction,
with a tuck-in lid. It is quickly
set up by folding. No staples or
other fasteners are needed.

.

•
•

tat

Due to the extreme danger to the performers
in this show, an ambulance from Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be standing by.

•

- SPECIAL PRIES FOR THIS SHOW 74e
Adults
FREE
Children Under 12
accompanied by parents
NO PASSES CAN BE ACCEPTED

N OUR SCREEN

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

FLU

ROD STEIGER - JAN STERLING *4 msa LANE IS Tara VOrtne • tux BAER •
OLET JOE WALCOTT • EDWARD **Ron • si....n., w M.raw • unio• to* by MUM %JUJUS •
C011ir•Ing

1144*** RIP new • 1.*** by MN BOMA
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We have an excellent selection of Mercurys in stock_a wide variety of body types and colors. You can
get immediate delivery on many models. And when you choose your Big M from the models we have
on display_or in stock_we are ready to pass big savings on to you. And this is just the first way

THE
BIG

you save! Mercury's record-breaking sales enable us to give you a generous allowance for your present
car. The sooner you act the better chance you have to get the Mercury of your choice at important savings.

M ERCU RY for'57_ with DREAM-CAR DESIGN

EPIDEMIC RAGES

— A major flu
MANILA
epidemic raged "Inthe Philippines
today with nearly 60.000 cases
reported in Manila alonF. Hunid reds of U. S. servicemen were
fhffected.

WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 So. 12th St.

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 730
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Weddings

DAY & THURS.

gon
BY
WAR

Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman
and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Linson
visited their daughter and sister,
Mrs. J. W. Burkeen and Mr.
Burkeen and boys in .Nashville
over the weekend.
•

••

Rhonda Linn is the na me
chose by Mr. and Mrs. Terrell
Lee English of Benton Route Six
for their daughter, weighing
eight pounds 1311 ounces, born

Miss Pat Rickman
Entertains With
Party On Friday
Miss Pat Rickman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Rickman, entertained with a party on
the terrace of her home on Friday evening. May 17.
Refreshments were served after which the group enjoyed
dancing.
Those present were Harry Allison, Sandra McClure. Tommy
Carraway. Betty Lassiter, Ronnie
Bailey. Jimmy
Kelley, Katie
Henry, Jane Cherry. Ha r r y
Sparks, Jr., Mary Erwin. Max
Fitts, Rebecca Outland. John
McDougal. Frank Stubblefield.
Gene' Roberts, Pat Bell. Micky
Kundratko. Jane Cross. Ronnie
Barlow, Edward Roberts. Danny
Roberts. Kerusey Wiggins. and
I Miss Rickman.

no Saturday, May- 4, • at -the
Muray Hospital.
•• ••
4
Mrs. Ruby Carl
Mr. and
Chambers of Benton Route Two
are the parents of a daughter,
Lisa Karen, weighing six pounds
4"2 ounces, born on Saturday,
May 4, at the Murray Hospital.
•• •
A son, Jim Ed, weighing five
pounds, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Edward Farmer of
Dexter Route One on Monday,
May 6, at the Murray Hospital.
'ass
Mr. and Mrs. Thotrais Lowell
Cooper of Murray Route Four
announce the birth of a daughter, Debra Ann, weighing seven
pounds 15 ounces, born on MonThe goal for the year, "The
day, MgyAs at the Murray HosSpirit of Christ for All of Life",
pital.
was res4eweii by Mrs. Robert
••••
Taylor, chairman. Mrs. T. S.
Herron, spiritual life leader, read
an impressive article on the life
of Helen Keller.
Mrs. Taylor announced that
the Hazel WSCS would be host
The marriage of Miss Cherrie for the District Officers Training
Parks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Day to be held July 24 at ten
Marvin Parks. to Steve Paschall, o'clock in the morning at the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pas- church. Miss Ruth Byerlev, a
chall, will take place on Satur- missionary from Mexico, will be
day, June 8, at four o'clock in the guest speaker.
the afternoon at the Sinking
At the close of the meeting
Springs Baptist Church.
Following the ceremony a re- Mrs. Edwards served refreshception will be held at the home ments to the members and one
guest, Mrs. Carrie Cole.
of the bride's parents.
• •••
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
.1•••

v.

SMALLER...
506u112...

A FASCINATING
AGYENTINE WTI
TIE VINUI01111!
AHT WILLIAMS
RANDY STUART

[Man's Best Friend On The Golf Course

LoNDoN all —The lastest re-'
II said
port from the Mayflower
Pilgrims' ship
the replica of the
Cunningham, Bob Spann, Misses was still almost becalmed in the
Peggy Rutland, Coleen Moore, middle 6f the Atlantic on her
Lila Myers, Ruby' Chadwick, and voyage to the United tSates,
today.
Joe Beane.
radio monitors reported
by
The mesage, sent Sunday
Capt. Alan Villiers, said t h e
Mayflower had covered 30 mites
in the previous 24 hours anawas
ocial Calendar
making only two knots.
Thursday, May 23
The Magazine Club will meet
ADLAI IN BELBIUM
at the home of Mrs. A. F. Doran
at two-thirty o'clock.
BRUSSELS 1111 — Adlai E.
Stevenson flew in here from
Paris by helicopter this morning
The super-carrier USS For- on the second lap of his tworestal is almost 10 stories high, month business and tourist trip
keel to flight deck, with a five- of Europe and Africa. He will
story superstructure, giving it an leave for London Tuesday yenover-all height of approximately ing for a ten-day stay in 'ng
land before flying to Africa.
15 stories.

SS;
41'
4

"SURVIVOR" still upright in Kansas City's surburban Ruskin Heights is this window manikin, in a
shattered display window.
(International Soundphoto)
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WHO VOTED TO INCREASE YOUR
STATE INCOME TAXES?
(The Present Representative)

WHO VOTED TO FREE THE
GAMBLERS FROM ALL TAXEST

Murraj
builder
over h
Manag

1;i

FREE
and v,
41 Stroud
Alum
any ti
door, 4
fort C
Phone
— SINGE
resents
service
A. M.
3 22504
POLll

(The Present Representative)

Miss Cherrie Parks
And SteveAschall
To Be Marricd Soon

Survivor"

730,4

1

Mrs. Ralph Edwards,
Hbstess For Meet
Of Hazel- WSCS

PERSONALS

The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
last regular meeting of the year
with a breakfast at the Kenlake
Hotel on Thursday. May 16, at
nine o'clock in the morning. Lovely arrangements of red
roses were used at vantage points
on the long table where the
members were seated.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, vice ctiairman, presided over a short
business meeting. during which
she thanked each member for
her cooperation the past year.
Mrs. Richard Tuck was voted
into the department as a new
member.
Officers for the new club year
are Mrs. J. A. Outland, chairman; Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale,
vice-chairman; Mrs. 0. C. Wells,
secretary; Mrs. Robert Etherton,
treasurer.
The hostesses for the breakfast were Mrs. H. T. Waldrop,
Mrs. Ray Kern, Mrs. T. C. Doran,
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs.
Herbert Dunn, and Mrs. J. E.
Littleton.

Activities

MAYFLOWER BECALM";

a large table well laden with the Butterworth, Bobbie Moore, Bill
Picnic Is Held By
best country food that you could, Davis and Jerry, J. C. Goodman
find. Following the dinner a and Steve, James Hughes, Glen
Phone Employees
hay ride was enjoyed and Sandra, Odelle Vance and
And Their Famili4es — country
by the -children and, many of 'Lee, Messrs 011ie Brown, Willie

On last Friday night Murray the adults. With all enjoying
Bell Telephone employees en- food, fun and fellowship the
joyed a real old time picnic and evening was an enjoyable one
"Family Night" out on the farm and all present looking forward
of Plant Foreman 0. Brown on to another one in the future. Those present were Messrs and
the Benton Road.
The weather being fine em- Mesdames Max Beale, F. H.
tpleyees• and families began gath- Riddle, A. J. Buchanan a n d
ering in early and the fun and Gary, Ruben Moody and Steve
fellowship .began 0. Brown and and Susan, .J. B. Bell, Dwaine
The Woman's Society of Chris-. his helpers had made preparation and Charlotte, Allen Pool, Joe
tian Service of the Hazel Metho- for all present to enjoy a real and Phyliss, Ted Spiceland and
dist Church met in the home of 'Bar-B-Que' dinner with all the Vickie, Bobby Wade and Sue
Mrs. Ralph Edwards on Tuesday, trimmings. When the call was Ann, Joe Carson, Talmage Tutt,
May 14, at, two o'clock in the given 'come and get it' a long 1 Jerry Carson, Clifton Wilkerson
line of men, women and children ! and Jenny, Collie Barnett and
afternoon.
began helping' themselves from I Ann, Lonnie Green, Reginald
Mrs. N. A. Waldrop was in
charge of the program and the
pledge service on the theme.
.111. YEA CADDY
"We Give Because We Love."
Others taking part were Mrs.
Claude Anderson and Mrs. A. L.
Platt.
sestmi we, Ters•
"
The worship center held the
cross and as each member made
her pledge, the card was laid at
the foot of the cross. A tall
white candle burned on either
side of the cross.

Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Breakfast Is held
By Hbane Dept.
At Kenlake.Hotel

Locals

WE

- : AtAY. 22,7,1957
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— MtlItItAY, KENTUCKY

The
orized
person.
Demo(
1957:

WHO VOTED TO CHANGE THE
PRIMARY ELECTION TO MAY?,

For
j peals:

(The Present Representative)

No Insurance to Sell and No RACE
TRACKS to Represent!
VOTE FOR
st•
'se —

'

Charlie
LASSITER

41:

Ts
We don't want to undermine or underestimate the loyalty of
the dog — nor do we want to get into trouble with the ASPCA —
but if ever a golf-going man needed a friend on the golf course
-.the Golf Beverage (Tea) Caddy is it . . . with a built-in
vacuum bottle that keeps Iced Tea properly cold for hours.
If the little woman isn't so kindly disposed as to get up at the
crack of dawn to fill the vacuum bottle, just remember that
making Iced Tea doesn't require a touch of genius or any special
culinary art. Just' pour I cup of boiling water over 4 teabags.
Brew it 5 minutes — then pour it into 1 cup of cold water. Add
a few squirts of lemon, sugar to taste and a little crushed ice.
Of course there's no law says you can't put any beverage you
darn well please in this Beverage Caddy — but just remember —
when you need a pick-up under a hot blazing sun and if you want
to stay fresh and relaxed, you'll make yours Iced Tea.
'The Golf Beverage Caddy sells for $8.00 or $11.00 depending
on whether the cartying case is made of Texon (leather-like) or
cowhide. In any event, it's available in leather goods, men's gift

4.

Mrs. Hood Hopson
Opens Her Home
For Club Meeting

Mrs. Hood Hopson opened her
lovely new home in Pottertovrn
for the meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held on Monday, May 13, at one o'clock in
the afternoon,
"Finishing Slipcovers" was the
subject of the major project lesson given by Mrs. Bryan Overcast.
Mrs. L. Robertson gave the
devotion reading the scripture
from Psalms 100:1-5. Mrs. W. A.
Ladd, president, presided at the
business meeting.
The minute'S were read and the
roll call was by Mrs. Maynard
Ragsdale in the absence of Mrs.
Sam Rogers. The officers and
project leaders were discussed.
Mrs. Ragsdale was in charge
of the recreational period. The
hostess, Mrs. Hopson, served refreshments to the ten members
and one visitor, Mrs. J. D. Outland.
The June meeting will be held
all day at the City Park with
the lesson being on aluminum
trays.

for

REPRESENTATIVE
Charlie Lassiter will speak
over Radio Station WNBS
tomorrow afternoon at
12:45
COURT HOUSE SQUARE - 3:00 p.m. SAT.
MONDAY NITE OVER RADI9 STATION WNBS

and sporting goods departments in stores.
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LADIES

II

FINAL CLEANUP Cotton Print Dresses
ON ODD DISHES
5c and.10
Sale $1.00 s.

WONDERFUL
'''''
A
ANNOUNCING

sh

Regular $1.49

Cups, Saucers, Cereal Dishes .... 5c ea.
10c ea.
Large Plates and Platters

Basement

Basement
LA

Multi-Vitamin, Low-Fat Milk

FIRST QUALITY

Nylon Hose
59c 2 Pr. $1.00

It helps you lose weight and enjoy it!
Multi-Vitamin, Low-Fat Milk contains a liberal supply of
added vitamin A, vitamin Bl, B2, and niacin; vitamin D,
iron, and iodine. It also contains valuable calcium and
phosphorus, which help build strong bones and sound
teeth. It's a package of nutrition, just, the milk
to help you get a balanced diet, no matter how
much you're watching your waistline. It's
good tasting and refreshing, too.

First Floor

18 ONLY

Reg. $16.50

Sale $5.00
—
Sale Starts 12:00 Noon to 5:00 p.m.
— BROKEN SIZES and LOTS

MEN'S

Summer Sport Coats
Free Fly Swatters'
Sale $5.00
26 ONLY

Regular $14.95

THURSDAY AFTERNOON ONLY!

— BROKEN SIZES and LOTS —
Sale Starts 12:00 Noon to 5:00 p.m.

ORDER YOURS TODAY

0

12:00 Noon to 5:00 p.m.
MEN'S

MEN'S

WASH and WEAR

ies

Summer

DRESS

Trousers

Summer Trousers
$5,95 to $14.95
$4.95

YAN MILK CO.

Good Assortment Styles, Sizes and Colors

GRADE "A" DIVISION

'•
s•••,•••
-

"tn...•
••144*Ar 41,
- 4•
••••Ar

-•

Men's Summer Suits

5.

-

N‘.

•-•

•
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NOTICE
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
M27C
Manager. Phone 121.

4

FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
M24C
Stroud Upholstry Shop,
Alum awnings for limited time,
any Size. 10 Alum windows, 1
door, $199 installed. Home Comfort Co., 18th & Main street.
J 15C
Phone 1303.

For Magistrate, Concord District: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren;1
L. C. Byerly.
For Magistrate, Liberty Dis- 8 FOOT CROSLEY deep freeze.
trict: Almon Willoughby; H. C. Perfect condition. Price reason-1-lamp" Ellis.
M22C
able. Call 1842-R.
For Magistrate, Wadesboro Dis- THREE
BEDROOM brick house,
trict: Max Parrish.
living room, utility room, kitchen
For Magistrate, Hazel District: and den. Plastered walls. See
owner, Joe Morton, 1405 Vine.
Roy Pool.
M22P
Phone 1137-M.
For City Judge: William H.
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
TAVERN, dwelling, two acres
land, doing extra good business.
No competition. Ten miles north
pf Paris. Leon Shankle, owner,
M23P
Cottage Grove, Term.

SINGER SEWING Macnuie representative in Muray. For sales,
service and repair. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
2250-J,
M24C
ROLiTiGe.t. AlhINGUNCEMINT
The Ledger and Tunes is authorized to announce the following
persons as candidates in the
Democratic Primary, May 28,
1957:
For clerk of Use Court of Ape, peals: Doris Owens.
For State Representative: Owen
Billington; Charlie Lasater.
For Circuit Judge: H. H. Lovett.

Et

For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary
Russell Williams; James H. Blalock.
For County Judge: Dewey D.
Crass; Garland Neale; Waylun
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
For County Court Clerk: Randall B. Patterson; Hafton C.
Garner.
For Sh?riff: Woodrow Rickman; Cohen Stubblefield; Harold
Speight; Trellis Bog„ges; A. A.
"Red" Doherty.
For Jailer: Willard Gordon;
Nanney;
Cooper; Bryan
Seth
Clyde Steele; Leo Carraway;
Luther Suggs; Ed Burkeen.
For Magistrate, Murray District: K. B. McCuistun; H. M.
Workman.

ATTENTION

students- Teachers
Our 48 year old 'A-plus rated
firm is desirous of placing
several men for the summer
Months in high paying, salaried positions.- To qualify, you
must own a car, be free to
stay away from home four
nights each week. We will
give complete on - the - job
training with full pay plus
expenses. Personal interviews
only.
See MR. PIKE
Wedne•day, May 22nd
6 P.M. to 9 P.M.
NATIONAL HOTEL
Murray, Kentucky
Also permanent employment
m22c
available.

FOR RENT

I

CONSTRUCTION machinery for
sale or rent. Allis Chalmers AM
Allied Equipment Sales and Service. Williams Tractor Co., Inc.,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 23003.
M23C

James W. and Bobbie N.
Charlton to J. P. and Ruth M.
Holland, lots.
D. C. Laycock and Effie Laycock to Clovis Grubbs and Ocie
Grubbs, 43 acres.

MEW YORK Itti - Carmen
Sanchez, 17, sat in the crowded
waiting room of Bronx Magistrate's Court waiting for her
case to be called. A court clerk
noticed her complexion and called
MagLstrate Samuel J. Ohringer.
Ohringer immediately postponed
her case and sent her to the
hospital - the girl had chicken
pox.

carpet

NAVAL AIRCRAFT MOST SE LAUNCHED
.HIELY FROM SNIPS OR
DOICKI.Y AN.,.f
LAND. THIS TkOVIRES DEFT HANDLINC
BY DICK AND CleXIND CREWS. THE
AVIATION NOATSWAIN'S MAU PLAYS A
SIC PART IN THESE OPERATIONS. THEY
PREPARE PLANES FOR TAKI-Off AND
ACT AS FLIGHT CREW MISERS, DIRECT
CARCO COADINC, FUEL,AWNTA/N
AND REPAIR THE FUELJN AND
mumcitas SYSTEMS.

RUNS SARRED

Toward the Purchase
of This New

PFAFF
_
ZIGZAG
SEWING MACHINE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

9

ALL CHANNEL television .an3 ROOM downstairs apartment. tefina with tower. $25. J. E.
Private, furnished. Call 386-J Alexander, house 101, Orchard
M22P Heights.
daytime 1625 night.
M24P

Wanted

FOR RENT or SALE. 4 room
house with garden plot. One mile
Northeast of Penny. See Bill
TO MOW. Have power
Dunn, Sykes Bros. Lumber Co. YARDS
M22P mower. Experienced. Call Frank
Rickman, phone 1965, after 3:30
TFC
-DAIL W_Urk.Permanent.
FOUR ROOM modern
bed.
youth
hand
second
e
CHILD's
Availabl
heated.
Electrically
M24C Call 1661 after 5 o'clock. M23C
June 1. Phone 7.
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Mr. Potter s'oolt his he^ 1.
"Of course, there were men
CHAPTER 20
"Charles Dem,ng, everytning
spoke
Noland
her."
in
d
intereste
IT WAS mid-afternoon when Mr.
the up and up. Highly reimpatiently as though Mr. Potter on
Business
I Potter reached New York and
"She was spected but not liked.
bright.
quite
not
were
Candy
hound's tooth.
walked into the office of
alive and ex- record clean as a
terribly
and
young
thin
Kendrick's agent. A tall,
Retired last year on a nice tat
tremely pretty. But there was no
Frank Deming is not a
woman with rimless glasses
Income,
after,
you
are
one speciaL What
off the old block. He constopped typing and gave him an
clip
missed?"
police
the
exactly, that
centrated on girls top much at .
unexpectedly welcoming smile.
"If it doesn't sound too fatuBrown and didn't graduate. No .
"I'd like to see Mr. Noland for
after
"I'm
said,
Potter
Mr.
ous,"
."
a few minutes. My name is Potso far details. L a Jo want Marc
But
.
murderer
right
the
-Yes, get all you can on Frank_ _
ter but he won't know it Tell him
wasn'tThere
groping.
lust
I'm
We know now that he was acI'm making inquiries about •
did she need money?"
with Candy and his
quainted
client of his. Candid, Kendrick."
dowas
She
"I don't think so.
is worried. He has hired
father
The woman was startled. "But
than
ons
commissi
ing fine. More
a man to keep the boy out of
she's dead! Didn't you know?"
she could handle but she was trouble, which is going to be
"Yes, I know."
she
jobs
take
didn't
She
fussy.
quite a job. Also Frank's alibi
She got up and went Into the
didn't like. Look, I'll show you
private office. In a moment she one of her last jobs. She was to for Candy's murder has blown up
in his face."
returned. "Mr. Noland will see
do a series of illustrated editions
"Nothing on the Hugers," Sam
you
ten best Engthe
classics,
the
of
eneron, "or the druggist or the
went
Frederick Noland was an
thing,
of
sort
lish novels, that
getic looking man, with a pleas- and only had time to finish one." nurse. Stuart Young -no army
service because he was in mediant, noncommittal face. He looked
He untied a big Henry Fieldpromup from a cluttered desk, peer- ing portfolio. "Look 'em over. cal -chool at Cornell, very
you
him to
ing over his glasses. "Are
out- ising, and they wanted
an
There's
time.
your
Take
finish. I haven't checked beyond
Potter? Sit down. Now what do
of-town client I've got to see now.
you want to know about Candy?" Glad to know you." He shook that. Shall I?"
y.
succinctl
"I'll take over on Young. Did
Mr. Potter told him
hands. "And good luck to you."
get anything on his family
you
"So they're going to rake up
plcthe
over
Mr. Potter turned
Candy
und?"
backgro
with
the whole business again.
smiling
time,
a
tures one at
"He was born in Nevada, only
was a swell kid, a 'meet kid, and appreciation and delight The girl
most
the
of
family except for his
One
No
of child.
a clever artisthad started with the giant
father, who was a doctor, a genpromising clients I had and just
author's
the
catching
all,
them
stroke
getting into her stride when she zest for living, his Hogarthian eral pracUtioner. He had a
was killed. She had talent and robustness. The pictures were at fifty and didn't leave anyShe
thing."0m.
she worked like a beaver.
filled with throbbing life and
"Go
was really going places. Frankly, humor. ,Ile recognized the charI
you.
tell
to
"Nora Pendleton. If she's been
I don't know what
at a glance.
acters
the
about
anything
In any hospitals or sanitoria, exdon't know
Mr.
drawings
the
of
At one
cept for Stanleyville last year,
murder or the setup in that hick
Potter stared for a long time in
place where she was living. She disbelief. Then he pawed through they aren't giving out the information. Of course, she could have
was too young to be alone; anythe stuff on Noland's desk until gone In under a faked name."
how, a commercial artist can't
and slid
envelope
an
found
he
be
to
Sam looked up. "This Tom Jones
afford to stagnate. She has
the the drawing inside. He pocketed -what was the Ste idea? Is
where the jobs are, where
the
of
tapes
it and retied the
Ideas are floating around, where portfolio. He had learned a great there a John Smith in New York
on?"
the new trends are taking shape. deal more than he had anticipated City you'd like me to check
"Never mind, there's more to
However. Candy hadn't cared and there was nothing more to
much about following trends. She
KO on now. After Mrs. Riddle's
find out here about Candy KenConwas developing a style of her (trick. Only bitter regret that so death, Captain Foote of the
It,
like
Police checked
State
necticut
own and she made clients
spirit
of
much talent and gaiety
with Deming on Jones' references.
even if they had definite Ideas of
had been snuffed out
He was sponsored by Graham
their own."
• • •
the playwright."
Collinge,
"Did she have any family?"
in
checked
Potter
Next, Mr.
"The guy with three smash hits
asked Mr. Potter.
invesprivate
York
New
his
on Broadway? Nice reference for
"An uncle somewhere in Eu- on
tigator. Sam pulled out a sheaf a tutor," Sam remarked.
rope. That's all. Not her type at
scraps
and
cards
,
envelopes
old
of
"Very nice," Mr. Potter agreed.
all, I Imagine. A big shot of some
of paper on which he had made "I am becoming exceedingly insort."
notes.
random
the
in
terested in Mr. Tom Jones and I'll
"Did you see her letter
"There's nothing interesting
follow him myself."
paper ?"
read
you
unless
I can see,
"But he wasn't around when
"Yes," the agent said through that
I've
mess
this
into
something
Candy was killed, was he?"
set teeth. "That was Candy
got
who
woman
the
First,
missed.
"I have no idea where he was."
through and through, the real
herself killed, Mrs. Riddle. Heavy Mr. Potter said slowly. "I have
quality of her. I think I could
was
Husband
Widow.
eociety.
no idea who he is. But I know
kill that guy myself if I got my
well-to-do until the depression one thing--Candy Kendrick knew
hands on him."
a
has
he dropped a lot She
him well."
"Who was this 'someone' she when
small life income. Said to be
could altays turn to?"
Fulled a lot of strings to
stingy.
"She
head.
his
shook
Mr. Potter's method of InNoland
eke out her income. And she vestigating Murder Is most dididn't talk about her personal afniece,
her
on
lived
ly
practical
He nuts a friend of Torn
fairs, at least to me."
Pendleton. Anything rect.
"Did you ever hear of any man Nora
Jones' to the lest tomorrow.
there?"
Who WM interested in her?"
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MADRID Ut - The Shah and
Empress of Iran arrived here
today state visit to Spain.
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

bs4/4-is nesafie ffueader
UNtreur Cuomo..

First 10(Weed answers with eartlest pest mod, will receive obeys
pis,! N•st 1$ correct answ•rs will 1.(111,1. a 335 00 gift certificate.

SHAH VISITS SPAIN
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. fir - The
KnoXville Transit Line has warned Its bus drivers that any
driver who leaves His passengers
stranded while he saunters off
for a coffee break will be fired.

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

'

WORK THIS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FROM LAW To MEDICINE

LEAVING TOWN must sell our
home at 301 N. 10th. This home
is ideal for family with children.
Has 7 rooms including 4 large
2 baths, ultra-mod/
bedrooms. 21
ern kitchen with dish washer,
garbage disposal, exhaust fan,
built-in oven, surface units, and
gridle and automatic laundry
and dryer. Full basement with
central heat and air conditioning.
Lot 100x150 with over 20 shade
trees and many flowers and
shrubs. This brick two story
home was completely rebuilt in
1955. Available for occupancy
July 1. If interested please call
R. E. Moyer, phone 1848.
TFC

•

Hogs 15.500. Moderately active.
Barrows and gilts 180 lbs up
25 to mostly 50 cents lower.
Sows 25 to 50 cents lower. Bulk
U. S. 1 to 3 180 to 240 lbs
mixed weight and grade 17.75
to 18.25; few No. 3 to 18.50;
No. 1 to 2 190 to 230 lbs 18.50
to 18.75; mixed 240 to 280 lbs
17.25 to 18; 1 to 2 240 lbs to
1R25,mixed 1.50 to 170 lbs

.
Lan._ ...c
ILTransf rs

FOR SALE

Male Help Wanted

ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK- Livestock:
YARDS

Aviation
Boatswain's Mate

Is per word for ene day, minimum of 17 words for 1100 - Sc per weird for three days. Classified ado are payable In advance.

17.25 to 18; sows 1 to 3 400 lbs
down 15.50 to 16.25.
Cattle 6,500. Calves 1,200. Slow
about steady. Good steers 20.50
to . 22; 'good and choice heifers
and mixed yearlings 20 to 22.50;
cows finding dull early trade.
About steady. Utility and commercial 14 to 16. Bulls steady.
Utility and commercial 14.50 to
16.50. Vealers steady. Some undertone of weakness evident and
trade lacking Monday aggressiveness. High choice and prime
25 to 26.00; choice 22 to 24; good
20 to 2200.
Sheep 1,300. Steady. Good and
choice 22 to 23.50; utility and
good 20 to 21.00; others not
established.

Report
Livestock
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4-Mend with
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6-Wing
6-Man's name
7-Vapor
R-Sheepfold
9-Mean
10-Sunburn
11-Aged
19-Wipe out
21-Part of flower
21-Uncouth person
2:9-Things. In law
36-Bitter vetch
33-Dormouse
10-Angry
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Lassiter Cloth Shop
BENTON ROAD

LASSITER CLOTH SHOP

p.

EDO PINZA (above). the frustrated Italian bicycle racer who
rale to world fame with 'iii
singing, Is dead in Stamford,
Conn_, at 65. He became a
matinee idol at 57 in "South
Pacific." He had three strokes
in past year. iintersational)

P.O. Box 253 - Murray, Ky.
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BANK IS

PIGGY

AUNT FRITZI---I
HAVE AN
\ANNOUNCEMENT
TO MAKE

MY

YES--- I LEFT IT
OUT IN THE RAIN
LAST
NIGHT

REALLY?
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by ft/Lobar& Vas Boren

AIME an' SLAill
WHAT IS IT, SPACELY-THAT NO ONE
ELSE HAS THOUGHT OF ? WHAT CAN
WE GIVE AWAY 10 USERS OF
NUGGET SOAP THAT NOT ANOTHER
SOUL HAS OFFERED?

THIS IDEA 15 SO UNI.:LUE, IT
STAGGERS ME: THEY'LL HAVE TO
(CHUCKLE) GO INTO DOUBLE TIME
AT THE 50AF FACTORY
TiO KEEP OUR CUST0MERS
SATISFIED:

AS SOON AS
DO YOU TELL US
CHOKE) YOU
NOW, OR DO I
REMOVE YOUR..
STRANGLE
GRUBBY FINGERS
YOU::
FROM MY WINDPIPE--

C.

by Al Capp
111: ABNER
THEN WIGGLE
YOUR EARS!'- THAT'LL
AN'M
rf
C-COLD..

TURN ON THE
CENTRAL HEAT1N'
SYSTEM.'.'

LIKE
THIS?

WHEW!!- THAT'S
BETTER.7-AND,NOWWE'LL GET OUR
FIRST •

f-YA-6AsPY.F.
140.f
DOPE.17- YOU

ANr,
SINCE
WE'RE
WIGGLED YOUR
AT TH'
TOETT-THAT
FULTON
TURNED ON THE
CE.T-UNEARTHLY FISH
,
-C/40
MARKET,
SMELL!!THAT'S
UNNFCF§-
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Government I irged
To Train Worker
CHICAGO --ttn— The executive director of the National Civil
Service League envisions a growing role for govnment as a participant in the expanding hunt
for manpower and its training.
James R. Watson, In li—teeent
issue of State Government, publication of the council of State
Governintnts; skid that government "has a long way to go"
in the development of training
programs for personnel but that
"some important starts have been
made."
"Today every source of manpower must be quickly and fully
developed and utilized." Watson
wrote. "It is economically sound,
therefore, for government to spend
i.apney in providing proper training for its own talented people."
Watson cited programs in private business, such as the management training program of
the American Management Association, as a guidepost for
The program has
gtaduated 2.1;00 persons in five

vernment.

'New Corn Strain
Has More Protein

many calories of all types and minds."'
gaining weight — is a very • "From a purely practical point
Watson said the success of E i
important factor in increasing of view," he said, "the important
government training set-up it
your chances of coronary heart thing to keep in mind is that
dependent on progressive attf.:'
the body can manufacture chodisease."
tudes throughout.
( "Holding your total caloric lesterol out of any type of .food,
"For a training program to be ,
intake to a moderate level is not merely out of fats.
successful, it must be part of a
"If you eat too much sugar,
at least as important as conprogressive personnel system," he
trolling your consumption of any proteins and carbohydrates, you
said. "A constructive attitude. to- ,
are asking for trouble even if
particular food, such., as fats."
matters and '
personnel
ward
Heart disease now is the major you are consciously avoiding what
training programs must permeate
EDITORS NOTE: The role of cause of death in this country. you consider to be fatty foods."
The organization from the top to
fats and other foods in causing It claims more than 800,000
the first line supervisor."
_ He said that in "today's fast- heart disease is the subject of victims a year. While there are
moving v..(stld, with its man- a sharp controversy among med- many types of heart disease,
power problems, a firm, dynamic ical scientists. In the following one of the most prevalent is
training policy is essential in interview one of the nation's athe7 (sclerosis, a narrowing of
order to increase productivity, to top heart specialists cuts through the walls of the art2ries whic'h
serve as an incentive to employes some of the confusion and offers may lead to _coronary thrombosis,
and to strengthen the reputation down-to-earth advice and a safe high blood pressure, strokes and
Aber grave illnesses.
of govrenment as an employer." diet.
In recent years, many scnfly LOUIS CASSEL
fists have concluded that a priTWO IN ONE
United Press Staff Correspondent mary cause of atlprosclerosis is
REED CITY, Mich. — 88 —
the accumulation In the walls
WASHINGTON (1,1 — You can of the arteries of undigested
,Robert Addington was ice fish
ing for perch and spearing for .eat your way into a coronary, particles of cholesterol. This is
pike on Lower Big Stone Lake a leading heart specialist said a fatty substance which is found
He hooked a perch at the same today, with "any kind of diet in many foods and which, also
time as a pike flashed by. Ad. that contains too many calories." is isrciduced in the body itself
It's getting fat, and not merety by the liver and other organs.
dington made a futile thrust
at the pike with his spear, bay eating fat, that builds up the
Thousands of autories have
'to his amazement, the pike cholesterol deposits on the walls confirmed the presence of thick
swallowed the hooked penet. of your arteries and invites cholesterol deposits in the arteries
coronary -heart disease, Slid TYr. of heart attack victims.
Addington pulled in both fish.
Simon Back, retiring president
,of the American College of
Experts Divided
Cardiology.
Even among the authorities
Dack, a cardiologist at New who accept the proposition that
York's Mount Sinai Hospital and high cholesterol intake is a main
editor of the American Journal cause of atherosclerosis, there is
of Cardiology, acknowledged in sharp division about which types
an interview that laymen have of fat are most harmful.
every right to be "confused" by
Deck, for example, does not
the conflicting statements that believe there is "any validity"
' have eminated from medical re- to the widely-publicized theory
as
; searchers recently about the re- that vegetable fats (itich
I lation between diet and heart oleomargarine) are "safer" than
trouble.
animal fats (such as butter).
Don't Wait
His strongest conviction, howBut you don't have to wait ever, i%that these scientific arguuntil medical scientists reach 100 ments are no excuse for the
per cent agreement before ybu average person to shrug off the
whole problem of diet and heart
start eating sensibly, he said.
"There is definite evidence that disease as something on which
plain overeating — taking in t.s. "the doctors can't make up their

Safe Advice On
Diet For
Overweight

Read Our Classifieds

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — MS —
The University of Illinois College
of Agriculture says it has come
up with a new "higher oil-higher
protein" corn.
The new strain of corn also
has 10 to 11 per cent of protein
instead of the usual eight or nine
per cent and six to seven per cent
of oil as against the normal four
to five per cent.

The new corn had proved
practical for livestock and is
slowly becoming available from
some corn breeders the university experts said.
lambs
creep-fed
"However
seem to prefer the regular corn
when offered a choice of it or
the higher oil-hiefrier protein
strain," they added.
But in all trials—with everything being equal except the
'kind of corn being fed—the
lambs fed the new corn in a
"creep" ration gained, an average
of seven per clent better than

those revels log the same ration
with regular corn.
"And the amount of feed required to produce a pound of
grain averaged six per cent lower
for the new corn than for the
regular type," the experts added.
No significant differences were.
found between the carcasses ofw
lambs fed the new strain and
ted.

"—'rd
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SUNBURY, Ont. aft — Six
persons were killed Monday night
in a three-car pile-up 10 miles
west of here.
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Ladino Clover— !Newest Green Manure Crop

,
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manure
• Ladino clover has taken its plsevenssag the great green
legumes since making over 100 pounds of nitrogen per acre in :-..verai agriculture college tests. Thick, nitrogen rich growth like th.i.
shown above is easily and cheaply obtained by sowing 2 pounds col
Ladino per acre.

Still Time to Add Ladino to Seedings
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REFRIGERATOR

$219"

tip

with old refrigerator

Deluxe Features—

$144"
v.)th lid riingt•

•taniA•a 0••• Wed*

G. E. THINLINE

Since February 26 I have had the good fortune and pleasant experience of visiting in hundreds
of homes in Calloway County. I have really enjoyed
the visits with you.

12-CUBIC-FOOT

• MAGNETIC SAFETY DOOR —
• REVOLVING SHE1 VES
• REMOVABLE-AD.;USTA3LE DG01
SHELVES
• FULL-WIDTH FREEZER COMPARTME:T
04JULL-WIDTH CHILLER TRAY
• PORCELAIN VEGETABLE DRAWERS
• BUTTER COMPARTMENT—EGG RACKS

•
-111111111111111111111_

AIR CONDITIONER
1 H.P.

.
•••••••
•
tArtae

I wish you would give me a prayerful consideration in selecting a candidate for Jailer.
I will be at your service day and night and
promise to keep the court house clean inside alp:
out. This also includes the ladies and mens rest
rooms — so clean that you will not be asAfed of
them. I will be nice to every one I come WcOntact
with.

Farmers can still take advantage of low Ladino clover seed
prices this spring and add this valuable legume to their seeding
mixtures. One-half to one pound of Ladino in alfalfa-grass and red
clover-grass mixtures adds greatly to pasture, silage and hay production per acre._

To those of you who do not know me, I am
the son of Johnie Steele and Thuela Wynn Steele, a
nephew of the late Tom Steele.

MURRAY

I am married to Mary Bucy, have three children. We have lived in Murray for the past seven
years, attended the Church of Christ of Murray.

ROLLER RINK

I am running primarily because I need the
job to provide a decent home for my family.
With the wonderful encouragement you are
giving me, I sincerely believe I will be your next
Thunty Jailer. and I assure you if you elect me I will
do all in my power to make you glad you did.
If I fail to see you, please accept this as a
personal plea for your' vote and support,

1413 WEST MAIN STREET

G.E. Thinline Styling For Modern
Comfortable Living.

Now operating under new management,
with same schedule as previously. No
charge for spectAtors.
"FOR YOUR HEALTH'S SAKE ROLLER SKATE"

So please go to the polls May 28, and cast
your vote for Clyde Steele for County Jailer.
Sincerely,

Clyde Steele
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ONLY 16 INCHES THIN
$199.95

G.E. FILTER FLO WASHER

Candidate for Jailer
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Model
Shown
$249.95 exchange
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THE NATION'S NO. 1 WASHER! The
Washer that Carries A Five Year Warranty — At The Lowest Prices Ever Before!

G.E. Filter-Flo Washers
4114WT. H. CLACK, Mgr.
V )867-W
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